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1. ABOUT CÓRDOBA
Córdoba is a pre-Roman pre-Greek pre-Phoenician name
for an old city, probably belonging to a kingdom already
mentioned in the Bible (Tartessos). Both the name and
the city are very old indeed. For centuries it was an
important commercial centre in the middle of the
Guadalquivir Valley. It was the capital of a Roman
administrative region, then the capital of a Visigoth
region, then the capital of a kingdom that you can call
Arab, Moorish, Muslim or perhaps more properly
Andalusí as it was a blend of many races, cultures,
languages and religions. It ruled over the entire Hispania
(i.e., Spain and Portugal) as a master until the turn of
the first millennium. Then it became a part of another
Andalusia kingdom, Seville (Hispalis, Ishbiliah), until
1236: in that year, the young and powerful kingdom of
Castille conquered Córdoba, and its fame was buried for
centuries in silence.
You are in a very remarkable and unique city. Its
most remarkable monument is the Cathedral, better
known as “La Mezquita”, "The Mosque", although it has
not been a Mosque since 1236. It was first of all a pagan
temple, then a Christian church (Roman and Visigoth),
then a Mosque (probably shared by Christian and
Muslims for a short period: can you imagine that in our
time?). Finally, again a church: the Cathedral of
Córdoba. Surrounding the Mosque, the Jewish quarter
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(even nowadays it is called the Judería, the Spanish
name for "Jewish quarter"). Just try to figure out the
blend of religions and cultures. Try to transfer that
situation to present time.
Everything changed when everything became
(theoretically at least) one race=one people=one
religion:
intransigent
behaviour,
prosecution,
inquisition. These words and, especially, these facts
apply to all countries, races and religions, they are not
exclusive property of Spain: those free of sin, please
throw the first stone.
Do not name, please, our culture as Moorish or
Arab (very few arabs came indeed, although Arabic was
the official language); do not forget the Jewish, the
Visigoths, the Greeks and, especially, the Romans.
Instead of classifying cultures, try to absorb the
atmosphere of the city. Go beyond the pure
archaeology. There will be excellent guides who will
explain all details of the Cathedral-Mosque. But, please,
walk around in that wonderful thicket of columns.
Observe the Byzantine (i.e., Christian) Mirhab (i.e.,
Muslim), the Roman (i.e., pagan and Christian) capitals,
the two Christian chapels inside, one of them humble,
timid, respectful to the inherited architecture, the other
one, proud, invasive, rich, a masterpiece itself, and do
not forget: for good or for bad, this is history.
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Please, pay a visit to the Patio de los Naranjos
(the Orange Trees Court), only seen in the Andalusian
mosques. Most tourists forget about this Court as they
are in a hurry to go inside. You should stay there, just
walking around, before going inside. Have a look on the
Mosque roofs: try to see the Christian and the Muslim
parts. Have a look on the Tower/Minaret.
Near to the Cathedral is the Palacio de
Congresos. In front of its main gate is the oldest wall of
the Mosque; some of the gates were built or restored in
the ninth century. On your right, towards the river, you
will see a statue on a high column (St. Raphael,
Protector of the City), an old gate and a bridge on the
Guadalquivir River; on the other side of the river, a
tower (The Calahorra Tower) and a quarter. More or
less 20-30 steps after leaving the Palacio de Congresos
and descending towards the bridge, you will have on
your right hand a new Palace; it was the Bishop Palace
until very recently, but earlier it was the Palace of the
Muslim rulers of Córdoba. More or less where you are
now, there was a corridor linking this Palace with the
Mosque. The Palace of the Kings (Muslim or Bishops) is
now in the hands of the Ministry of Education for
archaeological works.
Now you are in the bridge. It was built by
Romans and rebuilt by the Arab Kings and later on by
most of the rulers. It was an important bridge. Note the
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width, able to support the modern traffic (happily, the
traffic has been forbidden in modern times). Cross the
bridge if you have some time. You will see several small
islands with thousands of birds and with ruins of water
mills that became useless after the arrival of modern
mills.
The Calahorra Tower was built in the XIV century
to substitute for an older one. It controlled the bridge,
avoiding the entrance of unexpected visitors, not always
foreign enemies. From Roman times, and probably
before, that quarter was a battling one. Poor, lumpen,
marginal people without much to risk. The zone was
called in that time the Arrabal (the outskirts), and
nowadays the Campo de la Verdad (the Field of the
Truth). It was the scenery of violent and bloody fights,
frequently the consequence of internal revolts. An
episode can be remembered here. The king Alhakem I
(not yet Califa, still Emir, Governor, although
independent from Baghdad) returns home after a
successful hunting journey. The Arrabal people spot
him, his courtesans and his guards; they are angry and
hungry. On the spot, they attack the King and his
companions, and the Emir scarcely can cross the bridge
alive, likely because the Calahorra Tower garrison helps
him. A furious retaliation follows. The survivors flee the
country, cross the Straight of Gibraltar (Djebel Tarik) and
only rest in some cities well beyond the sea. They
founded quarters called, even at the present time, the
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Andalusian Quarters. If you know Fez or Meknes in
Morocco, you surely will have visited them. Later on,
they were important places for trade and human
exchanges between the two parts of the Straight. After
the Christian conquest of Granada (Gárnata), they also
absorbed the people that did not like to remain under
the Christian rule.
From the Calahorra Tower you can enjoy a nice
panorama over the Mosque. Cross back the bridge. Now
you can follow the right bank of the river until the next
street, for sure on your right. In the middle of this five
minutes walk you can see, on your left, the Albolafia or
Noria del Moro (the Moor's water wheel), usually in very
bad shape. It was used to raise water for the Kings
Palace.
Turn right at the first street. You will have on
your left the Palacio de los Reyes Cristianos (the
Christian Kings’ Palace), on your right the Seminar and
other church facilities. You will soon arrive to an open
space with a small garden. In the middle of the garden
there two hands on a pillar, with some Arab verses; this
is a monument to love and friendship. It is a good place
for that, you will see in a moment. Stay there. Close by
there is a coches de caballos (coaches) station.
Sometimes, especially in summer, the smelling could
not be nice, but it is now a question of a few minutes.
From the monument to the friendship look southwards,
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towards the Christian Kings Palace. It is basically a XIV
century building, with beautiful gardens and roman
floor tiles. There, Columbus was received by the Catholic
Kings before leaving for a New Continent.
Turn clockwise a little bit. The Palace is
continued by the Caballerizas Reales (Royal Stables), a
National Monument itself. A little bit more down the
street, the gate to the San Basilio quarter, formerly the
place where the Palace servants lived, now a popular
quarter with some of the most beautiful patios (house
courts) of Córdoba. They are beautiful early in May
when the patios festival is held; many first prizes have
been given to the San Basilio patios.
You are still in the centre of the garden. Turn still
clockwise. You will see a modern quarter and, as you
keep turning, the underground remains of big medieval
baths, called the baños califales (the caliphal baths),
although very probably they were public, not royal,
baths: the caliphs would likely have their own baths in,
not outside, the palace. Do not mind now. To the right
of the baths there is a narrow street, then a restaurant
and finally its nearest neighbour, the wall of the old
Palace of the Arab Kings.
You are in a square called Campo Santo de los
Mártires (Martyrs field). Just listen.
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They were powerful those Arab kings. Powerful
but very moderate from both the religious and the
social points of view. They accepted Christians
(Mozárabes from moussarab, Christians living in Muslim
territories) and Jews under their rule (paying taxes, for
sure). The three religions live together in a more or less
peaceful way. Many high officers in the palace were
Christian or Jews. But there were also intransigent,
intractable, stubborn people. We would have called
them fundamentalists. In a certain moment, a small
group of Christian fundamentalists offended the
Prophet and, as they did not withdraw the offense, they
were executed more or less where you are now. They
were declared "saints" but the Mozárabes continued
their peaceful lives in Córdoba. This was a first wave of
martyrs.
There was a second one. The Arab Kings were
cultivated people. They formed a huge library, plenty of
Arab and Greek manuscripts. Under Alhakem II, in the
middle of the X century, it was said to have contained
400.000 volumes. Let us admit some exaggeration, but
anyway it was huge and famous. In fact, it was too
famous. His successor, Hixem II, was a weak king. He
was dominated by his extraordinary Visir, the prime
minister, Almanzor (Al Mansour), who also dominated
the Northern Christian Kingdoms to a humiliating point.
His death in 1002 was the turning point in the caliphate,
which disappeared as such 30 years later, giving way to
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many small Muslim kingdoms which were swallowed
little by little (450 years) by the emergent Christian
States, especially Castille.
Almanzor, alas, was of humble birth. He based
his power in his extraordinary capacities as a ruler and
as a soldier. But he was always challenged by the Arab
aristocracy, who considered him as a newcomer. He
looked for support and found it in the Muslim
priesthood; there were also fundamentalists among
them, Muslims this time. They agreed on the support,
but at a price: the "heretic" books, that is, Greek and
Roman manuscripts, had to be burnt. And burnt they
were, where you are now: more or less below the
monument to the friendship and love. These also were
martyrs. You can see how appropriated is the name of
the place: the Martyrs’ Square.
Now, you can return to the Cathedral going
around the Arab Kings Palace, leaving its wall to your
left. However, I offer some ways to return:
 First itinerary: take the narrow street between the
caliphal baths and the restaurant. After some 50
steps you will find a Y fork. Those with a little bit
more time, take the left side of the first Y fork. You
will arrive soon to a square with the Museo Taurino
(Bullfight museum) in the front, a modern Hotel on
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your left and a narrow street between them. This
street leads to the Puerta de Almodóvar.
 Second itinerary: reach the opposite corner of the
caliphal baths by either side. In front of modern
buildings, you will now see the ancient city wall.
Follow it. In a few steps you will arrive to an
esplanade, with a fountain in the middle; depending
on the hour, there can be a lot of people enjoying
drinks and food. There is a gate in the wall, and a
couple of restaurants. Now you have two options:
i): go through the gate; opposite to the gate
there is a fountain in the wall. On the left, a very
narrow street. After six or seven right turns (no
possibility at all to miss the way) you will find a
street crossing at a right angle: there you can
find the colleagues that chose the first itinerary.
You have to turn left now, and you will arrive
after some steps to the square where the Museo
Taurino and the modern Hotel are.
ii): forget about the gate, follow the ancient wall.
You will find the statue of Averroes, a
philosopher born in Córdoba. Some steps further
on your right, the entrance to a modern Hotel
(your friends taking the first itinerary will have
seen it from the other side). Forget it. At the end
of the wall promenade, after some steps up, you
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will be in the Puerta de Almodóvar (Almodóvar
Gate). Close by, the statue of Séneca, the
celebrated Roman philosopher and writer, also
born in Córdoba. Go through the Almodóvar
Gate. There are small shops, a barber shop, a
couple of taverns, one or two jeweller's shops,
some travellers, and some local people. Close
your eyes (although not for long time: all tourist
places are carefully observed by small thieves
who could take advantage of the situation) and
being placed in this old gate, try to imagine that
the people walking through it were dressed in
medieval fashion: you would then feel how a
medieval gate really was. Take the first street on
your right. Follow the right side of the street.
After leaving on your left the Zoco (the old souk;
now a modern commercial centre) and on your
right the old Synagogue (almost hidden; it was
been opened again a few years ago) you will find
the statue of a famous son of Córdoba:
Maimonides. A few meters beyond on your left,
you will find the Museo taurino, and your
friends.
Now all of you are in the same square. Have a
quick look on its patio, it is a nice one.
Turn right: there is a narrow street even
narrower after some steps. You will arrive to a small
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place: do not miss the Capilla de San Bartolomé, a small
but beautiful chapel, recently restored, with its blend of
Gothic and Mudéjar styles. Return to the narrow street.
After a small arch linking both sides of the street, on
your left is the wall of a building whose main door will
be found in the square at the end of the lane: the
Palacio del Cardenal Salazar (Cardinal Salazar Palace),
built in the XVIII century, later a Hospital until very
recent times, now the Faculty of Philosophy and Letters.
Go in to see its main patio, almost intact since these
times. Also have a look at the smaller patio at the left
end of the corridor. When you leave the Faculty, turn
left, then right, but before leaving the square you will
see a statue: Al Gaffequi, a famous oculist born in
Córdoba who, it is said, invented the glasses (gafas in
Spanish). At the end of the street, turn right then
immediately left. You will see the Mosque and feel safe
again.
If you can find some free time, wander about the
old quarter. Go to the Callejón de las Flores (Flowers
lane): look for the altar of the Virgen de los Faroles (Our
lady of the Lamps) on the Mosque wall. There is a street
more or less facing it. Take it, and turn right at the first
corner, go to the end, there you will find a small placita
(small square) without issue. From there you will see a
nice perspective on the Mosque.
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Walk in that labyrinth of narrow streets,
probably constructed by Daedalus himself. Look at
patios, you will notice two kinds of patios: those of the
mansions and those of the popular houses. Both are
beautiful, but hurry up to visit them: in your next visit to
Córdoba you will only find half of them, and in your next
one, half of the half. They are expensive houses and
more expensive patios to be maintained. They were
thought for other needs, for other times and for other
people.
You still have many corners in Córdoba to be
visited. You can also take a car and head for Medina
Azahara ruins. It is no more than 15 km out of Córdoba.
Abderramán III was the last emir; he proclaimed himself
Califa (Caliph), breaking with his mortal enemies, the
Baghdad Abbasids, not only from the political point of
view as his predecessors did but also from the religious
one. He was powerful and proud of his power. He could
be proud indeed. Think, please, in the European
situation in the mid X century: the darkest of the dark
European periods; the Córdoba caliphate was the
arbiter of the situation, controlling all his neighbours in
the North and beyond the Straight; books, scientists,
professionals and traders found there a safe refuge and
kind rulers. Byzantium was the only other part of Europe
that could present a safe background for scholars and
traders. The connections between both Empires are well
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documented, although why to look for documents?: the
Mirhab in the Mosque is the best one.
Abderramán III decided to build a rich palace in a
better place, outside of Córdoba. The hill where you are
now was chosen by his architects, and the palace was
quickly built. He named it with his favourite's name,
Azahara: Medina Azahara, the Town of Azahara. Reports
by Christian ambassadors tell about its wonders. The
caliphal art was already mature, the honeybee nest style
(because of the holes in marble, never gypsum) at its
splendour. The holes in the capitals and in other places
were mounted with precious or semiprecious jewels
(when visiting the remains, pay attention to that: you
still can see in many capitals the typical caliphal holes
with a lead layer, necessary to mount the stone).
The Palace survived for one century. After the
death of Almanzor in 1002, the kingdom fell in weak
hands, several factions bitterly fought each other.
Christians were astonished at the beginning, but soon
started biting their mortal enemy, their powerful
master. At that time, people under the Caliphal rule had
reached a good level of life. They did not like at all to go
to war, even against the secular foe. They were rich
enough to pay mercenaries to do the job, and since the
Almanzor times the Army was formed of professional
soldiers.
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But mercenaries fight for money. They needed to
be paid and there was no more money in the Royal
Treasure. They were soldiers of fortune. They were
barbarians from the North, Berbers from the South,
birds of prey. Where would they find valuable goods
instead of money?. They look themselves for their
salaries and found them in Medina Azahara. It was the
first third of the XI century. The soldiers did only see
their salaries, not one of the masterpieces of the Middle
Ages.
When the Christian conquerors arrived two
centuries later, they found a large mound of debris,
although they knew the references written by their
ancient ambassadors. For centuries, many columns,
capitals and other pieces found new homes in rich
houses in Córdoba. You can spot them in several patios
and even at street corners (look at that situated at the
entrance of the Callejón de las Flores, for example). The
actual remains only give you an impression of
sorrowfulness and grief.
But there are still some living descendants from
Medina Azahara. The Caliphs brought not only precious
stones but also exotic plant and animals. Probably the
latter became extinct very soon, but botanists have
listed many plant species that still thrive in the
surrounding territory. They are the everlasting memory
of both a royal love and a regal culture.
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2. FOOD AND DRINK
Here you will find short descriptions of the most typical
kind of foods that you can find in our region, especially
in Córdoba. Do not blame us because of our poor
knowledge of the technical vocabulary. Again, think that
you are talking with us; these could be our answers to
your probable questions.
As an Appendix, we will provide you with a list of
our favourites, both restaurants and taverns, with
personal comments. You can dislike them and find other
places. Good for you! and please, let us know about it:
we would like to improve our list.
First of all, a word about tapas (táh-pahs). A tapa
is a rather small amount of food (a piece of ham, some
shrimps, some meat pieces, fried fish...) taken before
lunch as an appetizer (although many times you can
have lunch or diner by eating tapas). Almost everything
can be served as tapas; for example, the typical paella,
or the rabo de toro, but provided they are served in
small portions and with a (good) wine before eating
more seriously.
And also a word about how to drink wine. For
sure, we are not referring here to the table wine at
lunch time, but to our typical wines. Do not swallow it;
do not drink the glass up. Drink little by little, have some
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tapas, socialize while drinking. Drink wine while talking
and enjoying life.
2.1. Wines (and other drinks)
Andalucía is not a red wine region. There are several
brands of a light, young, fruited white wine very
appropriate for mariscos (see food) and as a table wine.
But the reputation comes from other types of wine.
Here is a short list.
 Jerez (pronounce kheh-réhth). Sherry. Almost all
sherry wines are served as aperitivos (ah-peh-reetee-vohs: appetizers), before lunch or diner. Most of
them have to be served cool or cold; do not heat
them with your hand. There are many kinds. Some
brands (good but not expensive) are mentioned. But
prices can go as far as you like.
- Manzanilla (mahn-thah-née-jah). From
Sanlúcar (SW, on the Guadalquivir mouth).
Light yellow, almost transparent; light taste but
tasteful. Always served cold with light
appetizers and mariscos. Some brands: San
León, La Gitana, Solear.
- Fino (fée-noh). Sherry. Amber yellow, both
the fragrancy and the taste are now known by
everybody. Cool or cold. With any appetizer.
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Some known brands: Tío Pepe, La Ina, Fino
Quinta.
- Oloroso (oh-loh-róh-soh). Sherry, the well
known sherry in British houses. Dark colour.
There are sweet and dry brands. The former
can be used at dessert time, the latter for any
purpose and at any time. Some known brands:
Alfonso, Río Viejo.
 Montilla (Mohn-tée-jah) - Moriles (Moh-rée-lehs).
Two villages not far from Córdoba producing the
same type of wine, sherry-like. A little bit bitter.
There are sweet brands (Pedro Ximénez) obtained
from special grape varieties; they are dark, almost
black.
 Málaga (Máh-lah-gah). Sweet wine for dessert.
 Tintos (téen-tohs). Red wines. The best ones and
more easily found in Córdoba come from the Rioja
(Ree-óh-khah) and Duero (Doo-éh-roh) regions.
Excellent quality, comparable if not better than those
of any other region in the world, and still much
cheaper. There are many brands, impossible to list
here. In case of doubt in a restaurant, order the vino
de la casa (the wine of the house, "vin de la
maison"); they are good brands and good years.
Some good years (especially for Rioja) are: 1981,
1982, 1985, 1986, 1992, 1994, 1995, 2001, 2004.
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 Blancos (Bláhn-cohs). White wines for table. Two
Andalusian regions (El Condado and Montilla)
produce a young, light and fruited wine appropriate
for mariscos. But the famous ones come from the
Duero region. There are dry and semidry modalities.
Try dry with preference, the sweet ones are for
foreigners...
 Other drinks. You can have anything you like. Whisky
(usually Scottish, but also American and Irish) is now
as popular as sherry and montilla. Gin-tonics and
Cubalibres (Cóoh-bah lée-breh; rum and coke) are
very popular indeed. The cubalibre (a slang name is
"cubata": cooh-báh-tah) is also applied to gin and
coke; sometimes you will be asked: rum or gin
Cubalibre?
2.2. Olive Oil and Olives
You certainly know that the olive oil helps in lowering
the low density cholesterol (the bad one) in your blood.
True or not, the olive oil provides the best seasoning for
salads, the best oil for cooking and the unique one for
frying, because its frying temperature is lower than the
boiling one, thus not decaying as fast as other oils. You
are in the most important olive tree growing region in
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the world, exporting olive oil to Rome since the 2nd
century BC.
You must know some legal differences. The most
important types are:
- Virgin olive oil. Only obtained by mechanical
pressure, no additives, no chemical treatment.
It is a fruit juice. Taste (from sweet to a little bit
bitter), colour (yellow to green) and density
depend on the varieties and the blend. There
are several qualities depending on the acidity.
Following the modern scientific data, the olives
that produce this oil have to be very carefully
harvested, a little bit before maturity (this
reference was already given by Cato, 2nd
century BC).
- Pure olive oil. It is a legal mixture of virgin oil
and second class olive oil obtained by chemical
extraction.
- Other vegetal oils (chemically refined). Forget
about them.
Olives. You will have them in as many seasoned
ways as houses, taverns and restaurants. The green
ones (unripe fruits of some special varieties) are the
most known out of Spain, but the mature ones also are
delicious.
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2.3. Jamón Ibérico
 Jamón (khah-móhn), ham, but an unusual ham, one
of the best products of the region. Do not forget the
two basic qualities: ibérico (ee-béh-ree-coh), from an
ancestral iberic race (pié negro, black foot) and
serrano (seh-rrah-noh) from any race growing in the
Sierra (Mountain).
- Jamón ibérico. The skin of the pork race is
rather black, and the feet completely black.
They resemble the primitive races still found in
Asia. They are grown in the siliceous forests of
the South and Western Spain, eating Quercus
acorns. Hams are cured in cold places. There
are different qualities (usually signalled with
little ham drawings, or stars or even "J": from 5
--the best-- to one). The quality depends
basically on the pork growing: the best quality
is when the pig has been nourished with acorn
from november to february and always in the
mountain. The lowest has a little period in the
mountain, being fattened in pig sheds. The
best quality has a rosaceous colour, with light
narrow bands of lard intermingled with the
muscle. But you will perceive the quality
through your nose once you have the piece in
your mouth. Ham of extra quality is expensive.
Try it at good places.
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- Jamón serrano. Any ham from any race,
provided the animals are kept in the Mountain.
Never from the iberic race, always from white
pigs (even if they are not strictly white). It can
be very good if pigs have been properly grown.
Always cheaper than the ibérico.
 Embutidos (ehm-boo-tée-dohs). Farcing, forcemeat,
always from pork. Two main types, among many
others: chorizo (choh-reeh-zoh) and salchichón (salcheeh-chon), basically depending on the presence of
pimentón (pee-mehn-ton, ground dried red pepper,
paprika-like): the chorizo has pimento in it, never the
salchichón. You can say "Ah! salami!". Please…,
salami is salami, chorizo is chorizo and salchichón is
salchichón.
2.4. Marisco
Marisco (mah-rees-coh). Sea food, but the
Spanish name is marisco: if you translate "sea food" into
Spanish when trying to ask for shrimps, you can get fish.
Main types (there are more):
A. Crustaceous.
1. Gambas (gahm-bahs). Shrimps. Best quality:
gambas de Huelva. Expensive.
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2. Langostinos (lahn-gohs-teeh-nohs). King
shrimps. Best quality: langostinos de Sanlúcar
(tiger skin). Expensive.
3. Quisquillas (kees-kee-jahs) or camarones (cahmah-roh-nehs). Very small shrimp-shaped
animals. Expensive, but you can order very
small raciones by the weight as they are very
small. If they are very very small, they are
camarones (cah-mah-róh-nehs), usually from
the Southern coast.
4. Cigalas (thee-gah-lahs). The shape is
somehow similar to that of a very small
lobster. Expensive.
5. Langosta (lahn-gohs-tah). Lobster. Expensive.
Better as main dish rather than in an informal
way in bars.
1, 2 and 3 taken by raciones (singular: ración),
i.e., portions, sometimes fixed (for example, one dozen),
others by weight. 4 also by units and 5 always by units
or shared. 3 always boiled. Best quality cooking for 1
and 2: cocidas (gambas; cocidos for langostinos), i.e.,
boiled by specialists (very short boiling, then
immediately transferred to cold water) or a la plancha
(grilled). For 4 and (almost always) 5, grilled.
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B. Clams (or clam-like).
1. Coquinas (coh-kee-nahs). Small asymetrical
clams from the Southern coast. Cheap.
2. Berberechos (behr-beh-reh-shohs). Small,
almost round clam. Best quality: from the
North. Cheap.
3. Almejas (ahl-meh-khas). The big clam. Large,
juicy, alive clam. Best quality: Carril (Galicia,
NW). Alive, al vapor. Very expensive. Those
smaller or 2nd quality are used in popular
dish such as a la marinera.
4. Concha fina (cohn-shah fee-nah). Venus (but
what spp??). Typical from the Southern coast.
Medium prize. Rather rare in Córdoba,
frequent in Málaga.
5. Navajas (nah-váh-khas). Narrow and very
elongated (the name means "jack-knife").
Cheap.
6. Mejillones (meh-khee-jóh-nehs). Mussels. Best
quality: Galicia. Probably better than in any
other place. Boiled, seasoned, etc. Cheap.
7.Ostras (ohs-trahs). Oisters. Best quality:
Arcade (Galicia, NW). Very expensive.
All by raciones; 7 by units, except if you are very
rich. 1 has its own typical cooking (very lightly fried).
Best cooking for the 2 is al vapor (treated to the water
vapour, never boiled). 7 is served alive (also rarely al
24

vapor if you like) with lemon. The rest, except 6, usually
a la plancha (grilled). Most "gourmands" prefer almejas
de Carril alive, with some drops of lemon.
C. Others.
1. Percebes (pehr-theh-behs). Barnacles. Best
quality: from Galicia, small ones, tasteful. At
the present time, because of the spoiling of
the barnacles colonies, barnacles from many
other places (for example, Morocco) are
arriving; they are bigger but plenty of water.
If you are a scientist, please compare. If you
never saw them, ask for help the first time in
order to eat them. They are served very hot:
do not allow them to cool off. Very expensive.
2. Bígaros (bee-gah-rohs). English unknown (for
us). Small marine snail, a good appetizer.
Raciones are large. The small animal is
extracted with the help of a needle. Very
cheap.
3. Cañaíllas (cah-gnah-éeh-jahs). Murex (spp?).
Strange shell, tasteful. Medium prize.
4. Nécoras (néh-coh-rahs). Big crabs. Best
quality: Galicia. Ask for help if you never ate
them. Expensive.
5. Angulas (ahn-góoh-lahs). Small baby eels. In
fact it is a fish, but you will find them it in the
same places that the marisco. Its typical dish
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is al ajillo (very lightly fried with garlic and
chilli pepper), served and eaten very hot. You
can also find them as entries either in salads
or over a small toast with virgin olive oil
(delicious). Very very very expensive, but
eaten in small amount.
6. Pulpo (póohl-poh). Octopus. From Galicia.
Boiled and seasoned in small pieces with oil,
salt and pimentón. Cheap. Not a marisco
either, but as 5, usually found in
marisquerías.
Always boiled, 1 very carefully indeed; 3 can be
raw (with lemon).
2.5. Serious Food
 Gazpacho (gahs-pah-shoh). Nowadays everybody
knows it, but still some surprises can arise. I
especially remember two places (Bangkok and
Urbana, Ill., USA) where I found gazpacho (with the
subtitle andalusian soup), as a hot tomato soup. The
gazpacho is a cool soup made out of tomatoes,
bread, olive oil, vinegar, salt, garlic and a little bit of
pepper, all that well ground (traditionally by hand,
now with blenders) and having water added at
consumer's will. When served, bits of bread, onions,
apples etc. can be offered to be poured on it. Do not
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add ketchup, please, as I saw once. If you are
ketchup-dependent, order a different soup. You can
find in Córdoba three other types: those made with
almonds or broad beans instead of tomatoes, and
the "white gazpacho", in which pieces of tomato are
added but not ground.
 Salmorejo (sahl-moh-reh-khoh). It could be defined
as the gazpacho dough before adding water, but in
fact it has different proportions. If the cook likes
garlic too much, it can be heavy for digestion. It is
usually served with orange slices, boiled egg pieces
and ham. Delicious.
 Espárragos trigueros (ehs-pah-rah-gohs tree-gherohs). Wild asparagus. Usually in a typical sauce that
is also been used for other vegetables, giving origin
to a cooking style (for example, "habas
esparragadas": broad beans at the asparagous style).
Served as small portions in taverns or full dish in
restaurants.
 Habas (áh-bahs). Broad beans, very young, small and
tender seeds. Usually cooked with a little bit of onion
and very lightly fried.
 Pescado (pehs-cah-doh). Fish, many kinds. In the
restaurants you can have them cooked in very
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different ways. The popular andalusian style is frito
(free-toh: fried) or adobo (ah-doh-boh: marinated).
- Pescado a la sal (-- ah lah sahl). You will
probably not be familiar with pescado a la sal,
a typical preparation of the SE and Southern
Spanish coasts: the fish is covered with a thick
layer of raw salt, then placed in the oven for a
time depending on the kind and weight of the
fish. Fish has to be very fresh and intact,
otherwise the salt will penetrate through the
skin. Once cooked, the salt crust is removed in
front of you, the fish being served without
spines. Always delicious, the fish keeping all its
flavour and taste. Believe it or not, the pescado
a la sal is never salty if prepared by a good
professional.
- Pescado frito (-- free-toh). You can find it in
most taverns, but also in good restaurants. If
you are in a good place, the oil will be olive oil.
Ask for an assorted ración, so you can test and
taste several species; small squids (chipirones:
cheeh-peeh-roh-nehs, puntillitas: poon-teegee-tahs) are included in raciones of fried fish.
Our fried fish is NOT similar at all to the fish of
the English “fish and chips”.
- Adobo (a-doh-boh). The fish is marinated in a
special sauce consisting of lemon, garlic,
parsley and spices, then fried. Can be heavy.
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- Pez espada (pehth ehs-pah-dah): sword fish.
Very popular. You will find it in all places. It is
tasteful. It can be heavy.
 Carnes (cáhr-nehs). Meats. Most frequent: ox, veal,
sheep, goat (rare here), pork. Recommended in
Córdoba: ox (red meats), veal and pork. Ham has
been described earlier. Worth mentioning:
- Rabo de toro (rah-boh deh toh-roh). Bull tail.
In the past they came from bullfighting bulls.
At the present time, they are imported from
Brasil or Argentina. Very typical, easily found in
taverns and in restaurants. Always tasteful; it
can be heavy for dinner.
- Flamenquín (flah-mehn-keén). A veal steak
rolled on a layer of ham, stuffed with egg.
Typical.
- Venado (veh-náh-doh) and Jabalí (khah-bahleé): game (deer) and wild boar. Black meats,
always tasteful. Córdoba is a very important
hunting region, very well controlled nowadays.
Ask for them in good restaurants or taverns,
because out of the hunting season only those
establishments able to freeze the meet can
cook them.
- Aves (ah-vehs). Of course chicken etc. are well
known. But worth mentioning is the perdiz
(pehr-déeth), partridge. You will recognise the
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hunted one by its dark colour, strong muscles
and taste, as well as by the small lead pellets
that sometimes the eater finds and has to
extract from his mouth (do not worry: the
doctors know when the hunting season starts
by the amount of lead pellets they found in the
X-ray pictures taken for any other purpose).
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3. TAVERNS AND RESTAURANTS
Do not place in the same basket a tabernero (tah-behrneh-roh) and a wine seller. Few true taberneros remain,
and you will find still fewer in your next visit. The
tabernero job requires technical as well as human
knowledge; perhaps because of that they are
disappearing. A good tabernero will not cheat you by
offering a bad wine to win a few extra cents. A good
tabernero choose his own wine, frequently moving out
of the city always looking for a good product. They know
their customers, usually very constant, they keep tables
and chairs for them at the accustomed time. You will be
welcome, but please do not behave as if you were in a
cafetería or in a liquor service.
Many old taverns have adapted themselves to
the modern life and, although maintaining the old
establishment, also offer meals in a different room, in
most cases the most typical food, as that listed above.
As you can now understand, there is a continuum
between old taverns and modern restaurants. Many
restaurants in fact have a sector where you can stay,
and eat, "tavern style", and many people prefer that
way: more free, more informal, you can test and taste
everything on the table. Because of the same reasons,
there are modern bars midway between tavern and
cafeterías.
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Here you can find a short list of some taverns
and restaurants that we like. It does not mean that
other establishments are worse than those listed below.
3.1. Restaurants
Bodegas Campos

Lineros, 32. A former winery
transformed in an excellent
restaurant. Very interesting also
as a building; a visit to the patios
is highly recommended. Snacks
(huge number of varieties, highly
recommended), pork carrillada,
manos de cerdo (pork feet), rabo
de toro (alone or with rice“paella”), huevos cortijera (ooeh-vohs cohr-tee-hehrah, eggs
with potatoes and embutidos
countryside style).

El Churrasco

Romero, 16. Situated in an
ancient typical house. Red meats
(T-bone steak recommended, but
attention to the size), angulas
toasts, fried eggplant slices,
patatas poor man's style, fish any
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style (including a la sal). A master
of the oven and the grill.
El Blasón

José Zorrilla, 11. Traditional and
nouvelle cuisine. The owner is
the master of most good cooks in
Córdoba.

El Choco

Compositor Serrano Lucena, 14.
Andalousian nouvelle cuisine. The
owner and cook received two
years ago the prize to the
youngest cook. Menu depending
on the season.

La Almudaina

Campo Santo de los Martires, 11.
Placed in an old typical beautiful
house. Partridge (perdiz en
escabeche), smoked fish salad,
croquetas, ham. Excellent quality.
Good desserts.

Pepe de la Judería

Romero, 11; formerly a typical
taberna transformed in a
restaurant. Salmorejo, bull tail,
adobos. Nice "terraza" with
excellent view over the Mosque.
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Picnic

Ronda de los Tejares, 16 (Pasaje).
Excellent cooking, always fresh
products. Frequent changes
depending on the market.

3.2. Taverns
Casa Salinas

Puerta de Almodovar s/n; fried
fish,
pisto,
flamenquines,
salmorejo... One of the last
tabernas in the true sense.

El Pisto

Plaza de S. Miguel (founded in
1880). Rabo de Toro, lettuces
with garlic, Manitas de cerdo
(pork feet), fried fish. Also called
Taberna de San Miguel. Also a
trae taberna.

Mesón San Basilio

San Basilio, 119 (San Basilio
Quarter); Home made cooking;
wild board, game (seasonal),
eggplant.

Las Beatillas

Plaza de las Beatillas, 11;
flamenquines, salmorejo.
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Carrasquín

Málaga, 1; marinated anchovies,
spanish omelette.

Juan Peña

Fleming, 1 (in front of the Police);
chickpeas with spinach, bacalao
primavera, marinated meats,
vegetables esparragados, fried
eggplant
slices,
salmorejo
(traditional style and also a
creation:
salmorejo
de
espárragos,
asparagus
slamorejo). Excellent quality. Not
a tavern in the proper sense.

Plateros

There are several, all of them
with the same good quality of
the wine.

Salinas

Tundidores, 13 (Near the
Espartería); blood with tomatoes,
croquetas, codfish and orange
salad. Not related to the other
Salinas tavern.

Santos

Magistral González Francés, 3. In
front of the Mosque, same side
that the Conquistador Hotel.
Excellent and peculiar Spanish
omelettes.
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